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Abstract
Symbolic execution is a program analysis technique to automatically explore the execution space of programs by treating some inputs symbolically. To efficiently perform symbolic execution, one emerging way is to construct a compiler
that translates input programs to symbolic programs without the interpretation overhead. Previous work has explored
compiling nondeterministic symbolic execution by partially
evaluating a symbolic interpreter.
In this paper, we follow a “semantics-first“ approach and
investigate compiling concolic execution and backward symbolic execution by multi-stage programming. In particular,
we construct variants of staged symbolic interpreters that
can be partially evaluated using the Lightweight Modular
Staging (LMS) framework. We demonstrate our approach
using a simple low-level intermediate representation (IR)
and evaluate the prototype implementations for the LLVM
IR. Our concolic compiler shows comparable performance to
SymCC, a state-of-the-art concolic compiler, and our backward symbolic compiler solves tasks that are difficult for forward execution engines. The demonstrated approach shows
a unifying methodology that can be applied to compiling
diverse flavors of symbolic execution.
CCS Concepts: • Software and its engineering → Interpreters; Source code generation; Automated static
analysis; Software testing and debugging.
Keywords: symbolic execution, code generation, compilers,
interpreters

1

Introduction

Symbolic execution is a program analysis technique widely
that has been used in testing, analysis, and verification [2, 21].
The key idea of symbolic execution is to execute a program
with symbolic inputs and to collect path conditions over
these symbolic inputs. Then, automated theorem provers
(e.g. SMT solvers) can be used to solve the path conditions
and generate inputs satisfying these conditions.
However, applying pure symbolic execution that nondeterministically explores all branches is intractable on large
real-world programs. This problem is known as the path
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explosion problem. To effectively scale up symbolic execution, researchers have proposed different flavors or strategies
of symbolic execution. To name a few examples, concolic
execution [3, 17, 32], a popular variant widely used in computer security research, mixes concrete and symbolic execution and only collects conditions of paths guided by the
concrete input. Fork-based nondeterministic symbolic execution [8, 10] maintains multiple execution states and often
combines with search heuristics. In addition, backward symbolic execution [9, 24, 27], a more exotic flavor, starts from a
given program point and finds inputs leading to this specific
point, avoiding exploring unrelated execution space.
Orthogonal to the effort to conquer the intrinsic complexity of symbolic execution due to path explosion, this
paper concerns the accidental complexity of implementing efficient engines for symbolic execution, which can be
non-trivial in practice as well. Building symbolic execution engines by interpreters (e.g. KLEE [8]) is a popular
but inefficient approach due to the well-known interpretation overhead. Instrumentation-based execution engines
deliver higher performance, but it is not straightforward to
instrument symbolic execution other than the single-path
forward execution semantics. As a promising new direction, using compiler techniques to implement symbolic execution has gained increasing attention recently: different
compilation-based methods have been successfully applied
to different flavors of symbolic execution. For example, our
prior work [39, 41] uses staging to compile fork-based symbolic execution; SymCC [29] uses LLVM’s transformation
infrastructure to compile concolic execution. Nevertheless,
it is unclear if those compilation techniques can be applied
to symbolic execution variants other than their original consideration.
In this paper, we argue that principled metaprogramming
is feasible and effective to construct diverse, if not all, flavors of symbolic execution compilers. To demonstrate our
approach, we extend our previous staging-based “semanticsfirst” approach [39] to compiling concolic execution and backward symbolic execution. By embedding staged concolic and
backward symbolic interpreters in Scala and LMS [31], the
compilation and code generation are performed by partially
evaluating the symbolic interpreters, following the 1st Futamura projection [13, 14]. We demonstrate a concolic interpreter by modularly composing the more primitive concrete
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and symbolic interpreters. We also sketch the implementation of the backward execution compiler.
The performance of the derived symbolic compilers on
LLVM IR is examined using a set of small programs. We compare the derived concolic compiler with SymCC [29], a concolic execution compiler using LLVM’s compilation framework to perform instrumentation, showing similar speedups.
The effectiveness of the backward symbolic execution compiler is evaluated with programs that are difficult for forward
symbolic engines. Our prototype backward compiler compiles the benchmarks to backward executing programs that
yield the expected inputs to reach the target locations.
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faster since the computations over known inputs have been
performed statically.
Our implementation uses the Lightweight Modular Staging framework (LMS) [31] for staging. LMS utilizes type-level
annotations to specify binding times for next-stage expressions, i.e. Rep[T] is the type of next stage values of T. To
see an example of staging with LMS, let us consider the
following unstaged interpreter for arithmetic expressions.
The interpreter eval takes the abstract syntax tree (AST) of
expressions (Expr) and an environment 𝜎 and evaluates the
expression program to integers:
def eval(e: Expr, 𝜎 : Map[String,Int]): Int =
e match {

Contributions.
• We discuss a unified methodology for constructing compilers for symbolic execution (§ 2) based on the 1st Futamura
projection, which generalizes previous works and derives
novel symbolic execution compilers.
• After briefly introducing the language for presentation
(§ 3), we show how to incrementally build the concolic
interpreter and add staging annotations to obtain the concolic compiler (§ 4). We discuss how to apply the same
approach to backward symbolic execution (§ 5).
• We empirically evaluate the performance and correctness
of our prototype compilers implemented on LLVM (§ 6).

case Var(x)
case

2

The Essence of Compiling Symbolic
Execution vis Staging

The essence of our approach to compiling symbolic execution is first to build a symbolic interpreter and then specialize
it with repsect to the given input program using multi-stage
programming. This section reviews the key concepts of staging using LMS, draws the connection between program specialization and symbolic execution compilers, and gives an
overview of our implementation architecture.
2.1

Interpreter Specialization via Staging with LMS

Metaprogramming is the programming technique of writing
programs to manipulate and generate other programs. One
of the powerful metaprogramming techniques is multi-stage
programming (MSP) [36, 37], which has been available as
a language feature [4, 22, 33, 34] or a framework [7, 28, 31].
The key idea behind MSP (staging for short) is that program execution can be split into stages by the frequency
of execution or availability of inputs. Earlier stages generate code specialized to the known arguments, which can
be executed later when unknown arguments become available [20, 23]. This process provides a reliable way to realize
partial evaluation [19] controlled by the programmer. The
partially-evaluated (i.e. specialized) program usually runs

eval(e1,

𝜎)

+ eval(e2,

𝜎)

...
}

The staged version of this interpreter adds the annotation
Rep to the environment type and the result type, indicating
that they are values known at a later stage:
def eval(e: Expr, 𝜎 : Rep[Map[String,Int]]): Rep[Int]
= e match {

⇒ i
⇒ 𝜎 (x)
Add(e1, e2) ⇒

case Const(i)
case Var(x)
case

Finally, we discuss related work (§ 7), conclude the paper,
and discuss future directions (§ 8).

⇒ i
⇒ 𝜎 (x)
Add(e1, e2) ⇒

case Const(i)

eval(e1,

𝜎)

+ eval(e2,

𝜎)

...
}

In LMS, operations over expressions of Rep[_] types (e.g.
store lookup 𝜎 (x)) are overloaded implicitly, redirecting to
methods that construct staged code. Therefore, the staged
eval can reuse the same piece of code from its unstaged
counterpart.
The staged eval function can be specialized to a statically
known program AST. For example, specializing eval to program 𝑝 = Add(Const(3), Var("x")) unfolds the recursive
function calls of eval, eliminates the static computations
over AST, and generates code that is equivalent to:
def eval𝑝 (𝜎 : Map[String,Int]): Int = 3 + 𝜎 ("x")
The specialized code does not depend on any static program
AST. Therefore, we can view it as the result of compilation.
This process of specializing interpreters is known as the first
projection of Futamura [13, 14].
By writing interpreters with multi-stage programming facilities, we can observe that a staged interpreter is essentially a
compiler. Naturally, if we build staged symbolic interpreters,
they can be used as symbolic execution compilers [39]. Following this approach, the construction of symbolic execution
compilers boils down to two simple steps: (1) express the
symbolic execution semantics in the form of an interpreter,
(2) analyze the interpreter program and add suitable staging
annotations. The rest of this paper will discuss how to apply
this idea to concolic and backward symbolic executions.
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𝑣 ∈ Atom ::= 𝑥 | 𝑖32 𝑥 ∈ Var 𝑂𝑝 2 ∈ {+, −, ×, =, ≠, . . . }
𝑖 ∈ Inst

::= Assign(𝑥, 𝑣𝑖 ) | Store(𝑣 1, 𝑣 2 ) | CondBr(𝑣, 𝑙 1, 𝑙 2 )
| Jmp(𝑙) | Return(𝑣)

General staging combinators

𝑣𝑖 ∈ ValInst ::= 𝑂𝑝 2 (𝑣 1, 𝑣 2 ) | Load(𝑣) | Alloca(𝑣)
IR

C/C++

Runtime code generation framework
(general compiler optimizations)
Generated
code

Symbolic
runtime

Figure 1. The architecture of our approach.

2.2

Architecture of Our Approach

With the 1st Futamura projection and interpreter specialization in mind, our task to architect symbolic compilers is
divided into two rather independent ones: (1) the development of symbolic interpreters and (2) the infrastructure to
support this development, including the auxiliary functions
for code generation, runtime symbolic state representations,
SMT solver libraries, etc. The infrastructure should provide
enough abstractions and facilities to implement the diverse
variants of symbolic execution.
Figure 1 shows the architecture of our approach. The middle part of the architecture is the runtime code generation
framework that provides an extensible intermediate representation (IR), general optimizations, and code generation.
We use the LMS [31] framework written in Scala for this purpose. Built on top of this layer, we develop a staging combinator library that abstracts over the operations manipulating
staged program states (e.g. stack, heap, and path conditions)
and the construction of staged symbolic expressions. This
staging combinator library is shared among the staged symbolic interpreters, which can vary according to the desired
symbolic semantics, as shown at the top of Figure 1. Given
an input program, the staged symbolic interpreter is specialized when invoking the staging combinators, where the
residual program is first represented by the IR of LMS. After
optimizing over the IR inside LMS, the residual program for
symbolic execution will be generated as C++ code. Combined
with the symbolic runtime and the SMT solver library, the
generated C++ code is further compiled to an executable
(e.g. by clang). Running this executable faithfully performs
the symbolic semantics defined by the top-level symbolic
interpreter. With the interpretation overhead eliminated and
the translation from Scala to C++, the executables usually
could run an order-of-magnitude faster.

3

Preliminaries

We use a simplified static single assignment form (SSA) language SIR modeled after the LLVM IR to demonstrate our

𝑝 ∈ Prog ::= 𝑏, . . .

Figure 2. The abstract syntax of SIR.

SMT
Solver

Compiled
binary for SE

Binary

𝑏 ∈ Block ::= block(𝑙, { 𝑖, . . . })

approach. Similar to the LLVM IR, SIR is a language-agnostic
representation, and the approach can be readily applied to a
large portion of LLVM IR (§ 6).
The syntax of SIR is shown in Figure 2. A program 𝑝 is a
sequence of basic blocks. A basic Block has a label as its identifier and a list of instructions, whose last instruction is either
a return statement or jumps to another block. The language
defines a few instructions manipulating the memory, which
all have standard forms and semantics: Alloca allocates a
sized area; Load retrieves the value in a memory cell; Store
puts a value into a memory cell; Assign binds the result of
a value instruction to a local name. The language only has
32-bit unsigned integers, which model both values and memory locations. We also define a set of standard arithmetic
operations 𝑂𝑝 2 . Function definitions and calls are extended
in § 5 to demonstrate backward symbolic execution.
Concrete Semantics. Programs in SIR have standard concrete semantics, resembling the similar behavior as in LLVM’s
IR. We illustrate a monadic semantics where the underlying state monad carries the program State, consisting of the
heap and stack memory. In the following snippet, we provide
the type signatures of the monadic interpreters and omit the
actual implementation.
type State = (Heap, Stack)
type M[T] = StateM[State, T]
type Value = Int32
def evalAtom𝑐 (v: Atom): M[Value]
def evalValInst𝑐 (vi: ValInst): M[Value]
def evalInst𝑐 (i: Inst): M[Value]

The defined interpreters such as evalAtom and evalInst handle different syntactic categories defined in Figure 2. Their
implementations (omitted) in Scala use for-comprehension
syntax for moandic sequential bindings, and ret: T ⇒ M[T]
for the monadic “unit” function.

4

Compiling Concolic Execution

The idea of concolic execution is to perform symbolic execution on the paths guided by concrete values. In addition to
the concrete state, concolic execution engine also mantains
a symbolic state during the execution that tracks all symbolic values and expressions. The execution engine tracks
the symbolic condition of the concrete path, which can be
used to generate new inputs.
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def findBlock: Label

⇒

List[Inst] = ...
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val evalInst𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐 =

⇒

Δ 𝑓 𝑖𝑥 (evalInst𝑐 ,

base

def evalValInst𝑠 (v: ValInst): M[Option[Sym]] = ...

case CondBr(c, l1, l2)

sv
_

←
←

⇒

for {

evalValInst𝑠 (v)

res

←
←
←

evalAtom𝑠 (v)

⇒

for {

evalAtom𝑐 (v1 )

⇒ forM(findBlock(l))(rec)
⇒ base(inst)

case Jmp(l)
case inst
})

evalAtom𝑠 (v2 )
updateSymMem(addr, sv)

} yield sv
case _ ⇒ ret(None) // control inst. not handled
}

Figure 3. Symbolic interpreters (excerpted) for SIR

Once we obtain the condition of a single path, there are
multiple ways to generate new inputs. For example, Godefroid et al. [18] propose to negate each condition in the
constraint set after a complete run of the program. Their
approach assigns a bound number to each input to ensure
that the newly generated inputs can reach distinct paths
in the program. Another realistic and powerful way to use
concolic execution is to combine it with fuzz testing [25].
With mutation strategies, the fuzzer can provide numerous
concrete inputs to guide the concolic execution and produce
more inputs leading to the unexplored space. Nevertheless,
the strategy of using the path condition to generate inputs
is mostly orthogonal to the concolic execution itself and is
not our focus in this paper.
In this section, we focus on the semantics and interpreter
for concolic execution and explain the infrastructure to obtain a compiler for concolic execution.
4.1

if (cc) forM(findBlock(l1))(rec)

} yield res

⇒

case Store(v1 , v2 )
sv
_

for {

else forM(findBlock(l2))(rec)

} yield sv

addr

←

updateSymEnv(x, sv)

case Return(v)

⇒

(cc, sc) ← evalAtom𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐 (c)
_
← updatePC(cc, sc)

def evalInst𝑠 (i: Inst): M[Option[Sym]] = i match {
case Assign(x, v)

rec

evalInst𝑠 , {

⇒

def evalAtom𝑠 (a: Atom): M[Option[Sym]] = ...

Concolic Semantics and Interpreter

The concolic execution semantics can be derived from the
concrete semantics. First, in addition to concrete states, the
concolic semantics needs to maintain symbolic states (i.e.
heap/stack that maps to symbolic expressions) and simultaneously performs concrete and symbolic computation. Second,
the concolic semantics collects the symbolic path conditions
following the concrete path, which happens when branching.
Based on these observations, we use combinators to compose the concrete interpreter and the symbolic interpreter,
meanwhile adapting the execution of control instructions.
We reuse the concrete interpreters from § 3 and describe the
new symbolic interpreter next.
Symbolic Interpreter. The excerpted symbolic interpreters are shown in Figure 3. We first introduce symbolic values
Sym in addition to the concrete values, which can be either

Figure 4. The combined symbolic interpreter (excerpted) for SIR

a symbol or a symbolic expression. A symbolic expression
consists of an operator and operands. The state carried by the
state monad M now additionally includes the symbolic heap
and stack. During concolic execution, since not all values
have a symbolic meaning the symbolic interpreters return an
Option[Sym] value (wrapped in the state monad), expressing
this partiality. The lookup operations over symbolic memory
are undefined (None) if there is no symbolic value for the
corresponding location.
The symbolic interpreter is similar to its concrete counterpart in many aspects. For example, when evaluating the
Store instruction symbolically in evalInst𝑠 , we first evaluate the address concretely, as we disallow symbolic locations
due to adopting a simpler memory model. Then, we evaluate
the value to be stored symbolically, which will be used to
update the symbolic memory. Since the symbolic evaluation
does not guarantee success, updateSymMem only updates the
symbolic memory if sv is not None. The difference compared
with the concrete evaluation of Store instructions is that we
modify the symbolic state with a possibly symbolic value.
The symbolic interpreter yields None for a few other instructions. For example, we do not handle the CondBr case in
evalInst𝑠 . Later, these cases will be overridden in the composed concolic interpreter, where the concrete evaluation
provides the selected branch.
Combining Symbolic and Concrete Interpreter. The
symbolic interpreters are modularly defined, which then
can be composed with the concrete interpreter. To obtain
the composed concolic interpreter, we first define several
auxiliary combinators. Given the similarity of the symbolic
and concrete interpreter that they both operate on the program IR, it suggests using the Δ combinator that lifts two
(monadic) functions with a common source type to a single
function that returns a pair of results:
def Δ(f: A ⇒ M[B], g: A ⇒ M[C]): A ⇒ M[(B, C)]
However, this is not enough to obtain the concolic interpreter: (1) it does not provide a chance to override the execution for CondBr; (2) the concolic interpreter needs to recurs
over the subsequent instructions, but this Δ combinator does
not provide a way to refer the combined interpreter itself.
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Therefore, we combine Δ and the idea of (call-by-value) fixedpoint combinator to derive the Δ 𝑓 𝑖𝑥 combinator:
def Δ 𝑓 𝑖𝑥 (f: A ⇒ M[B], g: A ⇒ M[C],
ev: (A ⇒ M[(B, C)]) ⇒ (A ⇒ M[(B, C)]) ⇒
A ⇒ M[(B, C)]): A ⇒ M[(B, C)] =
a ⇒ ev(f Δ g)(Δ 𝑓 𝑖𝑥 (f, g, ev))(a)
The additional third argument ev is a higher-order function
that takes two functions of type A ⇒ M[(B, C)] and the
ordinary argument of type A. The first function provides the
non-recursive base case, i.e. f Δ g. And the second function
is the function referring ev itself, i.e., the composed function
that can handle potentially new cases. With Δ 𝑓 𝑖𝑥 in hand,
we can now define the concolic interpreter (Figure 4). If the
instruction has no control effect, simply combining the concrete and symbolic interpreter is sufficient (by calling base).
However, if the instruction potentially changes the control
flow, we ignore the previous defined two interpreters and
provide a new interpretation. For example, in the case of
CondBr, we obtain a concrete condition cc and an optional
symbolic condition sc by calling evalAtom𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐 , which is obtained using Δ as well. The eventual result of a CondBr case
depends on the concrete condition cc. In addition, we collect
the symbolic path condition by calling updatePC. To execute
the instructions in another block in the case of CondBr and
Jmp, we apply the auxiliary function findBlock to the given
label, and forM invokes the self-recursive monadic function
rec with the last result returned.
Now, the interpreter evalInst𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐 correctly expresses the
semantics of concolic execution. Next, we add staging annotations to it to obtain the concolic execution compiler.
4.2

Staged Concolic Interpreter

In our framework, we convert the interpreter to a staged
interpreter by adding binding-time annotations at the type
level. With suitable implicit overloading functions, the main
code of the interpreter can remain the same. We first change
the state type underlying the monad to be the staged state
using the Rep annotation. Therefore, the type of the concolic
state monad becomes:
type M[T] = StateM[Rep[(CState, SState)], T]

where CState and SState is the concrete and symbolic state,
respectively. The auxiliary functions (e.g. updateSymEnv and
updatePC) that manipulate the underlying state representation are also adapted to operate over staged states. When
invoked, these operations construct the next-stage code representation using the LMS framework.
4.3

Symbolic Backend

The generated code dynamically constructs symbolic expressions; thus the backend needs to support a wide range of
symbolic operations, which eventually constructs SMT expressions. Symbolic expressions in the backend have two
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forms: they are either symbolic variables like Sym(𝑥) or symbolic expressions like Sym(𝑜𝑝, 𝑥, ...). The backend representation of the symbolic memory maps identifiers or memory
locations to symbolic expressions. This part of the backend
is shared among other variants of symbolic execution.

5 Compiling Backward Symbolic Execution
Backward symbolic execution is a specialized flavor of symbolic execution that aims to find inputs that reach target program locations. By executing the program backward from
the desired location to the entry point, the backward symbolic executor is less likely to take spurious paths that lead
to irrelevant parts of the program.
In this section, we focus on compiling a specific backward symbolic execution variant called call-chain backward
symbolic execution (CCBSE) [24]. CCBSE builds upon the
forward nondeterministic symbolic execution and uses it as
a subroutine. Nondeterministic symbolic execution, unlike
concolic execution, mixes symbolic and concrete values in
a single store. When evaluating a symbolic condition, the
symbolic executor attempts to explore both paths nondeterministically if they are satisfiable. Our previous work [39]
elaborates a semantic-first approach to compile nondeterministic symbolic execution, which expresses the choice of
branches using algebraic effects and handlers. In the rest
of this section, we also make use of our previous compiler
construction of fork-based symbolic execution.
5.1

CCBSE Semantics

To demonstrate how CCBSE works, we make some small
changes to the syntax of SIR. We extend ValInst with an
additional call instruction. We also add function definitions
FunDef to the language, which contains arguments and a
list of blocks. A program consists of a list of FunDef.
CCBSE starts the execution from the function 𝑓 that contains the target program location, treating all the arguments
as symbolic ones. Then, CCBSE executes all the functions
that call 𝑓 using the fork-based symbolic execution. When
reaching a call instruction to the function 𝑓 , the executor
tries to concatenate the paths from the current function that
calls 𝑓 . By performing this backward process recursively
over the call-graph, CCBSE terminates when a path is found
from the main function (i.e. from the entry point to the target
location).
The challenge to compile CCBSE here is twofold: (1) CCBSE
requires an additional runtime to schedule the execution of
each function backward following the call-chain, (2) we need
to properly define the concatenation of paths between functions for the symbolic interpreter.
5.2

Compiling CCBSE

To schedule the symbolic execution of each individual function, we need a representation of the call graph at runtime.
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This can be readily achieved if we only consider direct function calls, which are statically represented in the AST. The
call graph is calculated at staging time and stored into a nextstage structure. Then, we can develop backend facilities that
rely on the next-stage call graph to schedule the symbolic
executor according to the CCBSE semantics.
Composing paths from prior results is also crucial to build
CCBSE correctly. After executing the target function 𝑓 , a
“summary” is associated with 𝑓 , containing all feasible paths
that start from 𝑓 and reach the target location. In our framework, we encode the summary as a list of states and path
conditions List[(State, PC)], representing all possible execution results. This encoding directly comes from the result
type of our previous nondeterministic symbolic executor
[39]. Then, when the symbolic executor encounters function
𝑓 later from other functions, instead of blindly executing
function 𝑓 again, the symbolic executor reuses the previous
summary. In this way, we concatenate the current execution paths with the previous explored paths and obtain the
desired CCBSE benefit.
Implementing the concatenation requires a small modification to the call case of the interpreter where the callee
has a valid summary. Suppose the caller is 𝑔 and the callee is
𝑓 , we invoke the backend function call-concat in the generated code. In this function, we obtain the path constraint
sets from 𝑓 ’s summary, and for each path condition set in
the summary, we add the constraint set to the current state
of 𝑔 and then call 𝑓 . This call to 𝑓 only explores one path associated with the specific constraint set added to 𝑔’s current
state. Finally, call-concat returns the list of valid paths that
concatenate 𝑔 and 𝑓 , and this list later becomes part of 𝑔’s
summary.
Discussion. The implementation of CCBSE demonstrates
the modular and flexible aspects of our approach. Instead of
implementing the runtime support for concatenating paths
and a stand-along scheduler, our approach enables smooth integration for more complex semantics. Depending on whether
the change influences the operation semantics of symbolic
execution, the modification can be made directly on the interpreter or on the backend code that uses the symbolic
executor as a subroutine.

6

Evaluation

To evaluate our approach, we have implemented the concolic
compiler and the backward compiler on a subset of LLVM,
supporting more than 40 instructions. Both compilers have
less than 700 LoC for the staged interpreters in Scala. The
staged interpreters are adapted from our previous work [41]
with less than 200 LoC changes, respectively. Our symbolic
backend uses the STP theorem prover [15].
We demonstrate the performance of our approach by evaluating the derived compilers on synthetic programs and
small realistic programs. All experiments are conducted
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Table 1. Evaluation result of concolic compilers. #inputs: number
of generated inputs; 𝑇staging : staging time of our tool; 𝑇symcc-comp :
SymCC compilation time; 𝑇conc : running time of our generated
code; 𝑇symcc : running time of SymCC’s generated code.
Benchmark
BinSearch
BubbleSort
Knapsack
QuickSort

#inputs
8
7
22
28

𝑇staging
380.7 ms
113.1 ms
832.3 ms
500.8 ms

𝑇symcc-comp
304.5 ms
315.4 ms
332.5 ms
348.5 ms

𝑇conc
41.6 ms
47.95 ms
168.9 ms
123.8 ms

𝑇symcc
49.3 ms
144.4 ms
207.1 ms
109.8 ms

on an Intel i7-8750H machine running Ubuntu 20.04 with
16 GB main memory. The running time numbers reported
are the medians of 10 runs. The benchmarks and reproduction of the experiments are available online at https:
//shangyit.me/pepm-experiment.
Benchmarking Concolic Compiler. We compare our
concolic LLVM compiler with SymCC, a concolic execution
engine that utilizes LLVM to symbolically instrument code.
The benchmarks we choose are small but realistic programs:
BinSearch, BubbleSort, Knapsack, and QuickSort. We record
the running times of a single execution in Table 1.
We run SymCC with its simple Z3 [12] backend, which has
a similar implementation compared to ours. We also record
the result of one complete run of the target program with the
same input seed to ensure that the two engines generate the
same set of inputs. Overall, we find our prototype produces
symbolic programs that have comparable performance with
respect to SymCC.
Benchmarking Backward Symbolic Compiler. To evaluate the performance of our CCBSE compiler, we deliberately
use a few small (less than 40 LoC) synthetic benchmarks
adapted from [24] that impose some difficulties for forward
symbolic execution engines - these programs have intensive
computations that do not eventually reach the target location, and forward symbolic execution engines are often stuck
in those computations.
One of the benchmark programs (p4 ) is shown in the appendix (Figure 5). The target function f has 24 paths induced
by the for loop, and only one path leads to the error we want
to trigger. Normal forward symbolic execution needs to execute 24 paths everytime function f is invoked. However, as
CCBSE first explores 24 paths from the target function f and
obtains a summary containing the erroneous path, each later
invocation of function f only executes the path from the
summary, which makes the overall execution more efficient.
We present the staging time and running time of each
benchmark program in Table 2. We also compares the running time with our previous forward symbolic execution
compiler LLSC [41], and the running time of the CCBSE
compiler (𝑇CCBSE ) is generally faster than the LLSC compiler
(𝑇LLSC ). The observed behavior concludes that our backward
symbolic execution compiler produces efficient code.
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Table 2. Experiment result of the CCBSE compiler.
p1
p2
𝑇staging 195 ms 228 ms
𝑇CCBSE 116 ms 7 ms
𝑇LLSC 220 ms 26 ms
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p3
205 ms
11 ms
46 ms

p4
210 ms
468 ms
13.9s

Related Work

Symbolic execution [2, 6, 21] is a program analysis technique
widely used in testing, bug/crash finding, and verification.
Many practical tools [8, 26, 29, 38] are developed based on
symbolic execution. Concolic execution [25, 30, 42], as one
of the popular variants, has been successfully used by the
security community due to its scalability. Readers may find
the idea behind symbolic execution similar to partial evaluation [19], as they both transform programs to forms that only
depend on unknown inputs. This paper uses multi-stage programming [35, 36] and the LMS framework [31] to perform
partial evaluation guided by annotations. The idea of multistage programs is closely related to multi-level binding-time
analysis [16], although in this work we only exploit two
stages of interpreters.
This paper is built upon our prior work [39, 41], which uses
staging to compile fork-based symbolic execution. SymCC
[29] is another closely related work using an LLVM pass
to perform the instrumentation of concolic execution. The
idea of using program specialization to accelerate program
analysis can be found in other analyses [1, 5, 11, 40] too.
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Conclusion and Future Work

This short paper demonstrates our work towards a general
methodology of constructing symbolic execution compilers
of diverse flavors based on staging. We present two new
variants of symbolic compilers following this approach, i.e.,
the concolic and backward symbolic execution compiler. The
preliminary evaluation result shows that our symbolic compilers can generate performant and effective compiled symbolic programs, meanwhile allowing the developers to use a
high-level productive language to realize this goal.
Our exploration and demonstration are by no means exhaustive. It would be interesting to see how this approach can
be applied to more variants with different language features,
e.g., backward execution for higher-order languages [27]. Another interesting direction is to combine the compiler with
a fuzzer [25, 42]. We expect a synergy to combine concolic
execution compilers with fuzzers that are also specialized to
the input grammar structure.
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Appendix
void f(int a, int b) {
int sum = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < 4; i++) {
int n = b % 2;
if (n) sum += 1;
b /= 2;
}
if (a == 500 && sum == 4) target();
}
int main () {
int b; make_symbolic(&b);
for (int i = 0; i < 1000; i++) f(i, b);
}

Figure 5. p4-ComplexLoop, a difficult program for forward SE.
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